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Drea ms and Their Relation to th e Unco nscious 
Mason Broadwell 
I submitted some 
poems ror review, and 
slept, and heard 
back much 
soonertha 
n I expected . They sa 
id, You do not lise line 
breaks very effeci 
ively, and your refe 
rences are too abstr 
usc, so we're goi 
ng \0 make a Hawthorne 
esq ue spectacle ory 
ou by readin 
g YOll aloud and moe 
king your Iii 
crary shortcomings. But 
we still like you as 
a person. 
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Open Mic Suspect Plu ade 
Mason Broadwell 
In the beginning, the poet who ran for President, 
then the silent poet, the antinomian poet, and the poet 
trapped in the vocabulary of an Albanian motorcycle. 
The poet reclusive, the poet regretful , the poet adrift. 
Next, the established poet, the lonesome poet, 
the mildmannered poet, the red poet, the blue poet, the yellow 
belliedbootlickingtumcoatfictionwriter poet, the green poet, 
the pink poet, the tokenminority poel, the upandcoming poet, 
the wild poet, the canted poet, the selfdescribedoddball poet, 
and the poet who does not speak to his reflec tion for 20 years. 
Now the poet hollow, the poet pretending, 
the despot poet, the phosphorescent poet, the lover-
poet, the teacher-poet, the surgeon-poet, the poet who drinks 
no water, the tame poet, the jihad poet, the critical darling poet, 
the bespoken poet , the tomfool poet, the maneating poet, and 
the poet lost in the wildemess. 
Then some hitandrun poets, the seascouring poets, the anti-
poet, the unabashed pirate poet, the adjeetiveless poet, 
the roollop poet, the poet hunting parakeets with a shoehorn, 
and final judgment on the poet controversial, the poet di lettante, 
the unidentified fly ing poet, the poet oblique, the sons of the poets, 
poets named after poets , the poet abdicant, the poet sycophantic, 
the asbeslos poet, the wanderlust poet, the poet who gives birth 
to rhyme for words beyond our ken. 
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I-Iunger 
Joseph Brandon Colvin 
Turning fork slowly coils 
tepid pasta. So much 
plastic and Styro foam, 
sq uea king from soft fork-plate 
friction and scraping maws. 
My eyes darting to loud kids. 
Slurp nood les as door creaks. 
Wind gust sneaks around cracked 
door, bringing new patron. 
Drop pasta to mushy 
pilc and I watch customer. 
A thin old man, limping. 
Ili s hair like broom bristles, 
malted white string with oil 
and matching facc scruff patch. 
Too-sma ll shons, bright blue in 
winler air, bare legs like 
mud slicks wrappcd in rust twine. 
Gold pit-stai ns on whi te shirt 
like tobacco-tooth rot. 
Bare feet bearing bli sters 
scoot forward on waxed noor. 
Geek-cute twentysomcth ing 
wai lS at cash register. 
Old man mumbles cough-speak, 
sprays words like phlegm candies. 
Cash ier shakes head , squints eyes, 
ponytail wags back and forlh . 
Whi te stringy man spea ks loud , 
"spaghetti," gives clerk cash. 
10 
I try 110110 slare, just eat. 
He si ts nearby, wailing. 
Tell 111yselfnollo 
walch split-concrete hands 
scralching bony ann scars. 
Food arrives with thud on 
cold tablc. I walch him eat. 
I-l is wart-skin hands dig in 
marinara firc of 
mcat and stearn goop. No fork. 
Plow-likc shovcl in g of 
food into crusty mouth . 
Watch with waterdrip eyes. 
Fork on table, ga ining 
unuscd age, like antiques. 
Saucc drips like thick blood 
from oily wolf jaws 
and fingernails cake wit h 
dried red stains and dirt filth . 
I look away, eye eclipse, 
breathe deep, walk OUI, don ' t stare . 
Back tumed, listen to iI , 
like car-crash nesh, the sound 
of gulped pasta slidi ng 
down the old man's dry throat. 
I I 
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Pre-Sollk Snack 
Jason Brandon Colvin 
My laundry bag scrapes 
along the carpel in the hallway, 
frayi ng to revea l its mctal frame. 
[t ranles hard against my ca lves, 
evoking winces from 
week-old bruises. 
The brown cloth tower 
wobbles like a Weeble 
when I fling it into the 
comer by the bcd. 
Socks spill oul onto 
the deep red rug, 
scattered like fabric-
so ftened Nonnandy 
casual ties. 
The fuzzy rush of 
faucet downpour smacks 
the cold tub basin in the 
nex t room. The so ft thud 
of liqu id charges a 
cloud of sleam with 
audible rhythm. 
I started the bathwater 
running, waiting for me, 
a fleshy Titanic, to sink 
in its depths. [merge with 
humid ity as I step on the 
slick tiles. 
12 
Vapor bi llows up and creeps 
over the mirror. I see myself 
as muted Monet blur. Now 
plaid boxer shorts slip down 
my legs, loosened by the stea m 
of the spurting water. 
My foot plunks in to the scald 
and bends in the liquid like a 
pencil would. Red skin pulses fire 
and I can ' t bend my tocs 
without ouch. 
I' ll have a snack, let the bo il unrave l. 
Puddle-drippin g to the kitchen , 
I find the vegetable version of 
Bill Buckner in the '86 World Series. 
The shiny black mini-fridge 
was too cold and the carrots 
all froze overnight, 
right to the core. Naked and 
damp, I snap a carrot like an 
arthritic hip. I!' sjust icc 
inside. 
I ) 
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Under the Weather 
Lesley Doyle 
Ir's lIor o/l\'ays going 10 be lhis grey. 
--George Harrison 
Charcoal clouds purr on the horizon, 
their edges wet with secondhand sunshine, 
glistening like algae in the half-dawn. 
The trees shove against one another, 
rasping out vowels. Branches become 
dark serrations that gnaw at the sky. 
Even the wi ndowpane forgets my reflection , 
remembering only the pale curve of my jaw, 
and hollow shadows where my eyes should be. 
14 
I'olish Man 's Return 
Morgan Eklund 
Came back to words again. 
Poli sh man, returned he has 
from a place nOI suitable for the re lined small talk. 
Now a calVed up moon. 
I saw your bones beating Main Street yesterday, 
like a carcass from earth. 
'·Iead low, so the wind grazes your skull 
and nOI your restless vision. 
Crazed man, 
now somber from mind 's worn fences. 
Is it this estran ged town 
that makes yOll ill ? 
Or the nonnat ive tongue 
that makes you li ve in yo ur head. 
That makes you li ve in your head-
too much and too often. 
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Why My Mother Fulls Asleep on th e Couch 
Morgan Ek lund 
Goodnight to Mother, woman washed away 
from paddles and curren ts of the previous hours. 
Making camp in the envelope of the Living room couch. 
She bargains with the neighbors, 
asking them to overlook naked glasses and crowded ashtrays. 
Too snug to host expired stories, 
too tired to consume scars tainted in evening coffee. 
Resenting movement, she swims to sleep. 
You must try to wake her gently 
or else she will question you in the morning. 
She will tell you sleepily that she is coming 
but tonight, just like the last 
she does not wear the room that wh ispers loudly. 
Leaking the secrets of being single. 
And though she does not display her locks and keys 
I know she prefers a fu ll couch to a ha lf empty bcd, 
for it does not mock her like a barren bed 
but fits her like a sweater. 
And I see can't hel p but see 
that there is space for tear. 
Space for bliss. 
Space to fal l. 
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From June to Septcmbcr 
Brent Fisk 
A few years after my grandfather's death. my grandmother 
stopped living with us. She moved into a small white house with 
chalky aluminum siding and a carpet that attracted wasps. A door led 
orr from her bedroom to a covered concrete porch. She could settle in 
for the evening and li stcn to the Drysdale boy catch hell from his 
mother or watch the thin asparagus stalks rise from the lumpy lawn . 
With this independence came a newfound loneliness. so she 
began to date. Joe was in his eighties. a checkered derby he cocked to 
o lle side. and a light jacket he wore even in the heat of summer. He 
bought my grandmother a small black and white TV and they would 
watch the local news at the kitchen table while sharing mugs of cof· 
fee . Sometimes she'd fry him an egg. 
Joe wouldn't go fish ing like my grandfather, but he'd take us 
to flea markets and buy us treasure : boxes of old buttons, whetstones, 
horseshoe magnets. One time at McCain's supemlarket he bought me 
a bag of three comics. I must have been len or eleven . I'm not sure 
how I grew the balls to ask for a Playboy magazine. but he laughed in 
his yellow way. shumed around the store, finall y told me to wait out 
by the car. The heat of late June rose from the pavement. and [ felt 
waves of wannth rolling orr the engine. When the glass door flashed. 
Joe carne limping out. a small brown paper bag folded under one amI. 
When we got in the car he slid it across the vinyl seat. JUGS. the title 
said in great big letters. I-Ie let me look aI it all the way home and 
when we pulled into the driveway I asked ifit was mine to keep. 
"I think maybe you should let me hang onto Ihis." he said 
and slipped it back into the paper bag and shut it in his glove box. I 
never saw the thing again. That one moment of weirdness. never any 
other. Mostly he and my grandmother were sweet to each other. but 
she was in her fifties and even my parents, though they thought him 
harmless, were bothered by his age. So the TV stayed put, but Joe 
moved sOUlh to Florida to live with a distant daughter. 
Severalmonlhs passed before we met Dick. An cagle tattoo 
rippled across one rorearm, and the Mack truck he drove all over the 
south took over half the yard when he'd stay for the night. Like Joe, 
he'd al so sit at the kitchen table and watch the small TV. He looked 
like Roben Shaw from Jaws and the muscles of his foreamlS twisted 
and fle.'(ed when he grabbed at things. His cigarettes would bum 10 
little nubs, smoke tendrils risi ng between the rough knuckles of his 
hand. Dick never bought us anything. Told us to pUi our toys away 
in an oi ly cardboard bo.'(. Tiny. our grandmother's beagle. was ban· 
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ished to the backyard, tethered with clothesline to a big steel spring 
Dick screwed into the ground. When we looked out our grand-
mother's bedroom window, we could smell the vinegar of the curtains. 
see Tiny cock his head toward the house. lfwe went out back, Dick 
would stand in the breezeway smoking. He'd crush out his cigarelle 
and say, "Don't rile up the dog." His words were flat and straight as a 
yardstick. 
11 was strange to see my grandmother in another man's lap, 
her lips bright red, clip on earrings dangling from her earlobes. "I'm 
taking your mother out for a dance," he'd say when my father came 
for us after his shift. All the way home my father said nothing, the 
muscles of his jaw twisted and flexed as ifhe worked up a spit. 
When Dick swung south through Arkansas to pick up a load 
of chickens, my father and uncle put their foot down. They changed 
the locks on my grandmother's door, and my uncle started mowing her 
grass. The ki tchen was stifling with the windows closed. We sat in 
the breezeway drinking iced tea, the plastic straps of the lawn chairs 
digging into the backs of our legs. My grandmother let the wasps 
build their nests, lei Tiny back into the house. When we stayed over 
those lasl few days of September, we'd hear my grandmother's soft 
weeping at night, Tiny's nails clicking across the kitchen linoleum. the 
silence as he nosed at her closed bedroom door. 
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a n Appa lachia n boy kn ows his Dirt 
Will Hol lis 
light sandy silt of the Rivers 
eye grit of hi s father's sleep 
deep red clay of th e Mounta in s 
blood of his entrance to the world 
black mud of wa terlogged Meadows 
vermiculi te fill ed soi l 
star fi lled nights 
hi dden in his iri ses 
Each has powers over the boy 
wetting hi s fee t with Mud potions 
washing his hair in diluted Clay 
drying and encasing each strand 
Sun baked hide cement ing hi m 
agai nst the nood 
settin g his feet fi rm in Shale and Slate 
bu ild ing his bones ofCa1cite 
runn in g veins of Coal to his heart 
Stone backbone supporting 
an un -bowi ng head 
bind ing hi s toes wi th Ivy roots 
bUHress ing hi s legs aga inst ancient Birch 
picking him up wi th Wi llow branches 
Fern leaf arm s curlin g, 
he spreads the so il to sow his seeds 
19 
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Television 
Ryan William Ilunton 
I threw a tel evision o tT a balcony-
it left 
my arms in slow motion, fell quickly, 
smashed 
the concrete below. 
People gathered, 
looked up to see who would do such a thing. 
I watched them from a bedroom wi ndow. 
A police omcer arrived-
broke apart the gathering, 
looked 
up to see 
who would do such a thing. 
We always look through some sort of screen. 
He nipped the channel, 
rather, 
wal ked away. 
20 
I"l ost ile Takeover 
Tyler Jackson 
I play Monopoly. I'm always the banker. 
When no one's looking, I pull an inside job. 
snaking a gloved hand into the black plastic tray. 
I have hotcls on the third tum and don't pay utilities. 
[fanyone asks where the money went, I say, ''fuck am" 
Don't look at my face!" I throw a note on Go, p<lsted logether, 
"Give up park place, or the little dog gets it!" 
It's signed "the Thimble"- my clever al ias. 
I never go directly to ja il. I dawdle on boardwalk. 
and ride the rails. I may be ugly inside, 
but I just won a beauty pageant. 
One by one, the others give up in a hufT. 
I snatch up their land and refuse to pay taxes. 
"All of these hotels are now hi·rise condos," [ say. 
Balti c Avenue is lined with low-income projects. 
I throw the other players out on the street. 
"Go line up for the community chest," I say. 
"No handout s here." 
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The C od of Wa r 0 11 Va lent ine's Day 
Saeed Jones 
For you, my love, my little blilLkrieg, my grenade: three boys 
with bloody noses. a face made of bruises and tears like 
Swarovski crystals. A jab to the ribs al lunch, a kick to the 
shins on the way home. (I used the lunch money I stoIc from 
you to buy Ihis valentine. The bouquet of bleeding hearts was 
funded by the AN club.) Anls thrashing under magnifying 
glasses. cats wri lhing in microwaves and beads of sweat on the 
back of my neck, one for every scab and scrape. I kick you, say 
Arcs. I kick you, sat Ares. I've stuffed your locker wi th empty 
bullet casings and lined the schoo l yard with mines. Won't you 
be mine? The library bookshelves arc graffil ied with blood. 
The cafeteria is dead silent. Th is is to say I'm hard for you. I 
dropped the bomb on Hiroshi ma. It whistled for you on the ay 
down. It burned your silhouette into a thousand sidewalks. 
Last night, I dreamed of us burning down the school together: 
Windows went black wi th smoke, then cracked open like curb 
checked skulls. Desks caved in like pu nctured lungs. Stacks o f 
paper like conq uered ci ties, like pi les of ghosts. I woke up in a 
puddle of my 0\\ n love. This is to say - I 'm hurting for you. 
We all arc. 
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Jczcbcl 's FM Rad io 
Saeed Jones 
I am breaking under the we ight of torch songs 
sung so low that dogs have to hold thcir breath just to hear 
the flames whistling, the tune of desperation simmcring, 
a quiet heat that crawls into bed at inappropriate hours 
like a cheat ing husband just before he sets his marriage on fire. 
Some rhythms distract us from others, he will say 
as he scoops his wife's breasts into his ha nds, holding them 
like two piles of ashes as he tri es to kiss away his lover's scent. 
I am in the business of co llecting discarded frequenc ies. 
Ears tuned to the hum of bizarre stations. 
Two clicks to the left and the moon is chewed up 
and swallowed by your greedy eyes. We're driving toward a 
fie ld 
where dogs are howling as I feed you a helping of fi ngers. 
Your kisses land upon my free hand like seven vei ls, 
then a plague of locusts. Your mouth wants 100 much of me. 
I wincc, returning my hand to the whee l as I pump the gas 
propelling the car toward a field full of barking. 
Two more clicks, a shadow stares at pictures Of YOli before 
crushing them in a fi st of blackness. Your myriad faces fa ll 
to the calvet. Even here, the music keeps a steady moan 
going just under the skin. Therc's a genocide of you happening 
on my bedroom floor and a ll 1 can think about is locusts, the 
incredible buzz 
they must make when they desccnd upon a green fie ld. 
I can almost hear the roar as I reach for my matches. 
24 
Two more cl icks, just static, the sou nd of snow fa lling on a 
burning city. 
Now, we hear the peculi ar hum of the present moment: when 
your wife 
turns over in bed, and in sp ite of your furious kisses, smells me 
on YOll . 
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The Cigarette and the Man Who Smokes It 
Dustin Meyer 
Wood and Strings 
My father's hands remind me of the smell ofa guitar, when 
as a kid I would stick my nose in the hole and smell rusty wood. 
There is something about the rusty steel smell of the strings and, well, 
the smell of the wood, it depends; if the guitar is cheap it may be bass-
wood. BUI my father had an array of acoustic guitars. Some mahog-
any. Some alder or swamp ash. 
On our camping trips he would play guitar, firelightmorphed 
his black beard into blue or gray. His pupils pulsed. He would sing 
"PulTthe Magic Dragon," sometimes thrce or four limes by my re-
qucst, but every time with the passion still as resonant as the crickets 
and tree frogs that were the backing vocals on the Late Show with 
Mother Nature. When I was finally put to bed he'd play softer. J heard 
him outside the tent. stopping abruptly for a swig of a beer (he would 
only have one or two) or to li ght a cigarene. Then starting again, tun-
ing his guitar. His knuckles would tap on the acoustic wood. [loved 
the son rasp of his fingers sliding on the strings. 
I don't remember much about the divorce. I remember find-
ing those pamphlets that support groups send to divorced parents on 
my fathe r's kitchen table. "~ It' s Not Your fault: A Guide to Talking to 
Your Children." Seeing those was like seeing Jesus on acid, some-
thing unconfirmed. r don't think dad or mom ever talked very much to 
me or my brother about the divorce. It never occurred to me it could 
be my fault until I saw those pamphlets. So r turned the pages but 
nothing in the F AQ section satisfied my younger curiosity. I also re· 
member my father's wood working shop in the garage and my mother 
yelling at him all the time before the divorce. her face contorted. J 
didn't like it when her face was like that. So I would go outside and 
sit beside my dog's pin. I'd stick my fingers in the fencing and she'd 
lick ofT the PBJ residue. 
Halfpromises of pre-bed glasses of water 
arc heard coming from a hushing 
soliloquy from the kitchen sink 
A common place to fight 
After a fight [could always find my father working on a coat 
hanger or a shelf, either one with lillle curves and indentations, things 
when finished my mother would sell at arts and crafts festivals, [ be-
27 
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lieve held al places like Red Brush Park or Oller Creek. 
"Dad? Arc you okT 
"Yes. Look I made a fort for your G.!. Joes." 
"Wow. What is thatT [poinled to the wooden perimeters of 
the fan. 
"That is the high fence so enemies can't come in. Here are 
little gun slols. See." He looked around as ;fsomething wasn't where 
he put it. ,, [ just need to pUllhe finish on il:' 
He staned sanding something. His workshop basically con-
sisted of saws. sandpaper, fi ve difTerent cans of finish and a myriad of 
other tools I didn't understand, looking either like toys or torture in-
struments. He would hand me a small 2x4 and let me hammer away 
on it . I 'd watch the wood dent into circles, spots the size of the ham-
mer head, With proud satisfaction. 
"Go on. Ask your mother ifshe needs some help with din-
ncr 
If the divorce would h:we killed me my epitaph would be a 
poem. I have always spoken in terms ofpoctry. So even writing about 
these things, I am at times templed to go back to my roots. speaking in 
poems in tnle ways, memoir poems, epitaph poems, mother poems, 
father poems. My divorce-death epitaph could say: 
He filled his cheeks with saliva 
like his beSI friend. Bret, said 
Their clothes on the noor 
it was like a neshy Popsicle 
Mother walked in on them 
but it \\ as a dirty spot 
father and mother said 
the only thing they agrced on 
A feminine after thought 
for a seven year old boy 
In the land of caped crusaders 
and those girls with cootics 
always runn ing fanatical 
all Ihe school playgrounds. 
innocent days, 
hc kicked hi s father in the kneecap 
in the middle ofa fit. His father 
collapsed. He ran and hid 
and forgot how to apologi;>e. 
And hi s falher told him 
28 
it was ok, the divorce 
was hard on all of us. 
I \\ould always remember my father's hands. working deli-
cately, on wood. on music, si ngi ng voice brillle with the spirit of the 
folk music he loved. John Denver. Cat Ste\ens, Nei l Young. [would 
al\\ays wonder if my hands were like his, 
Growing up I knew my father as the man I would tum into, 
I'd know this subtly. not like I knew I wouldn't be an athlete, As a 
child I was persuaded to play tee-ball by my parents I just kicked din, 
locked inside my imagination. letting the ball roll pasl me. [ stllck 
with it a few more years only because I liked the snow cones I'd get 
afterwards. They gave me a trophy. [ !:tot a lrophy for day dreaming 
about caped crusaders in a dirt field. 
My father would be a man I looked up to enough to study 
him, watch his every move as a ch ild, learning how to just put my 
hands on my hips at the precise cynical moment. I wou ld learn when 
to sigh and look away, when to begin a sarcastic sentence with ;'wcll ." 
I saw that he was a good man, a hard worker, disci plined, respected, 
always working with invisible hands, always the unnoticed hero. 
My fathe r didn ' t want the divorce. I'm nOI sure ifmy mother 
ever cheated, Four years later my mOlher would marry a man who 
would cheat. My mother would become extremely religious as a resul t 
of him "coming into her life." We \~ould talk about these things 
somelimes when she would come to visit me at college. 
I would tum 20 and a memory would come back. This memo 
ory would take place sometime after the divorce. w hen my mother 
was single and had only guy friends, and a 101 of them. I got up for 
some water. My mother was straddling the lap of Ted. the fathe r of a 
childhood friend. My mother gasped when she saw me in Ihe doorway 
and I locked myself in my bedroom. awake until school. the next 
morning. Then at 20 after remembering this I would ask myself, did-
n't Ted have a wife? 
Yes. 
Ted had a wife. 
When you're ni ne always explaining the way things are to the family 
dog 
gets redundant. 
You feel like you're talking to a wall 
of fur. 
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So there was always dust on my mirror's face 
before the ceilings rained accusation and condensed 
into the smarmy fog of swearing that went on in that house. 
I told my blankets secrets and the nightstand 
would think good about the secrets of my bed 
because it is furniture 
and furnilUre cannot betray furniture. 
But the reverberating walls witltalk . 
Once as J was stirring my margarita wishing I had specified 
frozen my mother said, "You know, J never cheated on your father , if 
thaCs what you were thinking." Her eyes were green that day. She had 
come to Bowling Green to take me out to dinner in between my col-
lege classes. I thought of some of the stories my father told me. No 
they didn 't mean she did, they just mean she wouldn't necessarily 
rebuke the occasion. 
My eyes refused to go anywhere near hers. "Well. you know 
he wouldn't do what Roger did." I played with the straw wrapper. 
"1 know." Mother became quiet. "When are you going to 
forgive me? Ilow long do I have to have this thing over my headT 
That's when my eyes shot into hers, "Mom, I am over the 
divorce." 
"You know despite what Roger has done to me, he has been 
an extremely good step-father to you and Andy." 
My cyes dropped. "I know, Ma." 
Mother's sal vation probably only submerged hcr violent 
quirks: the tip of her iceberg is J.e. But if you went di ving ... ! love the 
\\oman ... shc's got a great heart, but there is something about the way 
she says "Have a blessed day," as if she 's gritting her teeth. You look 
up and she 's not. 
My mothcr will not like my girlfriends. None ofthcm. But 
upon first meeting thcm she talks about hcr desire for grandchildren 
and my younger brothcr already has t\\o. 
My mother would also rathcr I was a "writer for Jesus" and 
witl tell my ncw girlfricnd this. Lola hissed at that statemcntthe first 
time she met my mother, dinner at TGI Friday's. Soon Lola hated my 
mother and told me so daily. 
"Was that your mother that called? God I hate that woman. 
hope she dies." 
This is where I could see the violence in that relationship 
blooming into apocalyptic break-up, pieces of us littering the land-
scape of the apartment we would ini tially rent together, live in, the 
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way beta fish live in the same aquarium. 
"Like Frank Perett i." Mother forks her chimichanga. "I-Ie's a 
good writer and he has n rc lationship with the lord like you should 
have." 
" I do." 
"HO\\ long has it been sincc you prayed?" 
"Let's talk about politics instead," 
I admit last timc I saw my mother [Jiedjust to seek ... fa\o r? 
Or was it mercly to defuse her Jesus-bomb. "I read the Bible lately." 
"I am so proud of you." 
It wasn't a total li e. r read Job for World Literature. 
When I meet a ne\\ girl my mother \\ ill soon know. I talk to 
my dad about \\omen I date and she hears it (a more tame version) 
from him, I'm sure. Then there are the Sundays. Usually I' m at the 
Laundromat when she call s. 
"Met any new girls?" My mother is almost channing at this 
point, like a curious school gi rl , excited 10 see ifher handsomc son 
has met a "godly lady." 
If I tell my mother "yes," that I have in fact mel a woman, I 
begin to dig out whatever religious affiliation that gi rl may havc and 
ment ion it to my mother out ofpurc desire that things will go right for 
once. "She grew up Chri stian like mc" or '\\e were both talking about 
all the Christian music we grcw up with the other day" will do fine. 
If I say no she says, "You shouldn 't look for them :l1 the 
bars. Church is a great place for the lord to bring a nice god ly woman 
in your life. A godly woman wou ldn 't hit you like Lola did. A godly 
woman wouldn't cheat. They serve the lord and will scrve you as if 
you were Him. It says in the Bible for \\ ives to subm it to thei r hus-
bands as they would the lord and husbands to love thei r wives like the 
lord loves us," 
I think of Roger. [ think of how he commands my mother to 
dish-wash or cook. Literally sayi ng, "Woman, go fix me dinner, 
woman those dishes aren't done." 
Most Thanksgivings my mother is sweating and aching, to 
and fro the entire house with the food she's cooked, placing her cx-
qu isi te green bean casserole or savory sweet potato casserole at the 
table across the house. Roger watches the game and coos at my 
brother's kids. Then when it is over my mother frantically clcans up, 
hinting about how she needs more time to spend with her beloved 
grandchildren . Roger is cheering on the Cowboys, seven to zip at that 
moment, thc Cowboys lead. My brother and I always afTer to help my 
mother clean up, but she is stubborn and tells us no. We help anyway 
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as Roger blinks at us with some sort of awkward silent shame. 
I remember once accidentally calling my father "Roger." At that 
point I was living with my mother. 
" I am so sorry." 
A tear came. Thcn he barely spoke, "Its ok. You didn't mean 
to:' He continued working on his bills. 
Later I would move in with my father and because of this 
change in environment grow extremely close to him. At first we were like 
two introverts on a blind date. We were used to Friday evening until Sun-
day evening, not a week long event. We weren't used to actually living 
with each other. We both knew we had to break the ice. We both knew it 
was either brutal honesty or covering a lot of things we felt were vulner-
able about our personalities. I felt it when he first yelled at me for skip-
pi ng class. We became brutally honest. We became close. We ignored the 
small problems in our lifestyles and chose to live with them, the way 
friends do. He needed to go out at nights. He was single which meant he 
wouldn't be there like he would be if he was married. I had the luck of 
being at a vcry irresponsible age at the time J moved in with him. 1 was 
16. He had a handful all of the sudden. A driving, peer-pressured kid with 
a quick mouth on him was enough 10 make my father go from black dark 
hair to white in no time. Soon his salt and peppered beard stuck out at all 
the singles clubs. He bought beard dye because 1 kept calling him on ran-
dom Saturdays with, •. [ am in SI. Louis." 
"What the hell?" 
''I'll be home soon." 
"Come home right now. What is wrong with youT' 
One day I looked down to my sweaty palms and [ saw nothing, 
my hands were invisible, transparent. J really had become close to him. I 
thought of how my fathe r looks li ke Eric Clapton, sang li ke him, who 
sung Lonely Stranger in his 1992 unplugged album, a song for the lonely 
invisible man that my father is . I thought how when I was eight I imag-
ined that maybe my fal her really was Eric Clapton, secretly recording and 
louring. But the truth is my falher will always be the single most infl uen-
tial musician in my life and never play ror more than a handful ofhon-
ored guests. 
When [say unnoticed hero I'm not sure what I mean. [t is al-
most a feeling I get from him, a passing vibe whenever [ sec him in a 
socia l sClling. My fa ther has been heroic, I just can'l remember when, 
which saddens me. I could say it was something like standing up for a 
defenseless bus boy, being chewed out by his insulting manager, but that 
wouldn't be a true occurrence just something I remember instead of what 
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actually happened. 
He only reccived his associates in engineering, but whcn [ 
worked on his survey crew [got close to his living. Because of his de-
gree he doesn't get paid enough for the work he docs, now a vice presi-
dent. He started as a part of a surveying field crew. My crew supervi-
sor, a hot-headed tough son-of-a-bitch, once remarked, " I ain't saying 
there aren't times he fucks up a little and pisses me ofT, bUI your fathe r 
is the only one smart enough to keep this company together the way 
Jerry wants it, no one knows it. J guess that's the beauty of it. [t's easy 
not to notice things in the office but oul here, when you have mud up to 
your checks," his cracked hands suddenly at his face, "and two hun-
dred pounds of equipment on your back, you tend to notice all the shit 
you get saved from. Don't even get me started on the Richerson 
County Mine. Countless times, your father has made that hell-hole easy 
as pie." Then he spit his snufl'inlo his empty water bottle. 
My father's heroism is invisible, but if you arc his son, you 
can see the faint outlines of it beginning at his black hair and becoming 
clearer by the time your eyes focus on his strumming hands, his guitar 
slowly groaning out a weary man's blues. His voice is like a trampled 
monarch butterfly, wing shuddering like those seagulls you see on dis-
covery channel covered in oil. But the way his kitchen clock ticked at 2 
am when I carne home rrom thc bar, the photographs he sel on his bed-
room dresser, the way he'd ask me to h,l\'e dinner with him, when I 
would come home from college, would all tell me my fathcr was far 
from cmpty, despite his pulverized blood pumping muscle. 
When father died on her fiery fingenips I imagined my fa ther 
had knit her legs a part al nights on their honeymoon. I could nevcr 
blame my mother. Her father kidnapped her from her mother after their 
divorce. Her rather was rcmarried to a woma n who would beat my 
mother. She ran away at sixteen and soon mel my father when they 
were both working at a small grocery store in Louisville. 
About a month before I was born my father would write my 
mother a lettcr. 
May 16 !984 
Dear Denise. 
Ol'er the !){lsllhrel:! years we have had j 
homes. difJerelll jobs. money shortage and a 
bundle of differelll problems. Looking back 
af fltem. we nel'er leI these things change 
our feeling.~. we were able to pull tl/mugh 
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alld keep our love aliw:. 
Now it's lime fO make 0111" hOllse a home. We 
will be blessed wilh one of God 's special 
weats when we have Ollr baby and weather 
iI's a boyar girl 1'/11 goillg fO be the IIIOSI 
lucky man to haw and share with ),011 af/lhe 
coming el'ems aliI' child would brillg liS. 
Three years is not a 10llg rillle ill a pel"solls 
lije, but ii's 10llg clloughfor lIIe to kllOw "!(It 
our 101'e is growillg Ihrollgh all oflije 's prob-
lems. 
Withill the nextfew weeks we will 110 10llger 
be Denise alld Rich. bllt Mom alld Dad or 
will we bea cOllple. bllt we 'll be afamily. I 
Ihink it's the besl thing we have eve,. dOlle. 
II0I'e yOIl with el'el)'thillg (\'e got alld ill all 
my Ihollgills and dreams. 
Happyalllli\'ers(//)' 
Rielt '"Dad"' 
Wh£' 11 You Laugh and You Know it isn ' t th £' Alcohol, Don ' t Blame 
th c G in, This is I'robably that Breakdown You ' ,,£, B{,{,I1 Planning 
Back then I wouldn't have told you the things I am telling yOlL. 
The truth is when you're drunk at home, alone, looking down the barrel 
of your V. Benardelli 9mm, and your girlfriend, is sleeping in your 
room, in your bed naked, skin cold, sweat less. unnatural , you don't 
really want 10 talk to your frie nds. 
But what mattered to me wasn't the bullet, the one and only 
bullet in the clip, staring me down. begging me to prove, just this once , 
to be a man of my word , what concerned me had red hair, was 500 fect 
away. sleeping with my best friend. Even more what concerned me was 
the blood I coughed up in the kitchen twelve minutes before. [fit hadn't 
been for the blood I wouldn't have put on Johnny Cash. If I hadn' t put 
on Johnny Cash 1 wouldn't be thinking about red hair and best fricnds, 
furthermore if I had noticed that my girlfriend was a lil1le looser than 
usual [ would have even more problems and would have pulled the trig-
ger right when Cash sang "I still miss someone." But you could chalk all 
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this up to me letting external problems bother me. BUll didn't know. 
The thighs that were residing in my bed, at the time, had 
been hard 10 open. She had simply patted my head and rolled over. 
Th is offered me a small idea, but soon the work that goes into forcing 
myself onto her revealed itself as too much (let alone bei ng drunk 
wasn't a good enough excuse to forget my moral prerogatives) and I 
immediately took to coughing up blood in the kitchen sink. And thcre 
was no more booze. There's nothing. It's true. 
I laughed. The barrel that was pressed asymmetrically be-
tween two furled eyebrows. next to some acne, nodded back. [ stared 
blankly into the eyes of my dog, Fiona. Only one word would func-
tion when it came to my lips, "fuck." 
[didn't notice that my girlfriend was wearing my button-up 
plaid shi rt trying to wake me up on the couch. I was too busy dream-
ing about flying an airplane in the American Civil War to notice that 
my girlfriend, Lo la, was dcsiring me madly, in fact fingeri ng her-self 
in that way she did, so cruelly, so sensually. It is as if she was tryi ng 
10 communicate how much I would never be hers. I would only be 
hers as her mere lapdog, who if came to her it would be better to 
pleasure her himself then to JUSt watch her do il. Despite my hard on, 
Lola picked her keys up from the kitchen table and left. 
Later that day whcn I rc turned to my apartment afte r classes, 
J made Lola dinner. [ made a spagheni sauce from scratch, oregano, 
basil, brown sugar, majoram, I held the mushrooms. Lola hated mush-
rooms. Then we made a run to the nearest liquor store. It was tradi-
tion. She li ked wi ne, blush mostly. Most nights we 'd trap ourselves in 
and get drunk. Thcn she'd accuse mc of still loving a woman that, it 
seemed 10 her, I left for her. She hated that I was "pretentious." She 
thought of me as an academic snob. She had dropped out of college. 
And god did we move in together too fast. 
(lut my refuge, the tree-house floor 
has collapsed under the weight 
of my yearly growth into a booze buying 
drunk driving son of a bi tch. 
When her fist plucked blood from my nose or cheek I would 
hold off. I went months chiding any physical rcaction, the repulsion of 
it smelled like vile, tasted like a failed orgasm on your lover's sali"a. 
" I hate you. I hate you. I HATE YOU." She screamed after 
cvery punch. 
Crossing the Rubicon. 
I HATE YOu. 
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Then slol' /ol 'ing me. 
Lola only liked fucking. " [fyoLL want to want to make love, 
make love with your hand." 
Finally. I thought with that metallic taste o f blood rising 
from a comer of my mouth. her fist fondling my checks hard. imimare 
hlllt/an CQntael. 
Then this night. the hands on my throat offered all the rage I 
sti ll had. years of combating. because my mother had told me to break 
what she called a generational curse, and I hit back. When [ punched 
her in retaliation I loathed liking it. I reeled in horror as I watched a 
fist so strange. all the markings of my hand that seemed so ethcreal as 
if all the light in the room had changed a sudden satanic purple that 
mashed a crimson drop from her nose. First the disbelief made the 
punch propel even faste r. the excitement of doing something I would 
regret. something that would be sa lt on my mucus soul. The placenta 
of gouli sh revu lsion and sadism was lyi ng sloppy on my apartment 
carpet. bloody like pneumonia phlegm. My fist, my response had 
worn out my moral -confidence' s welcome. [ was now a mortal de-
mon. an earthly incarnation of everything 1 lived to fear by between 
the ages of seven and sixteen, nine years under the tyranny ofa loved 
one's loathing and now the training was complete, all from feminine 
hands and vocal chords. As J ran to the kitchen sink \0 vomit [ heard 
her laughing. [ looked back and her lears from laughing mingled with 
frcnzied saliva and the blood at the corner o f her mouth. I vomited 
three times. J put on my coat. I len as her tyrannical chuckling filled 
the halls of our apartment complex. as ifshe was fu cking Dracula 
herself. no. the depth of it went further than that. like the devil muah-
ha-ha-ing at a dead baby joke. 
I walked to my friend's house. 
You search for one perfect family photo 
in a rusty box glowi ng brown in the attic smog 
It· s in a month reader. when you will be asked fo r 
in front oflawycr. mother. lawyer. father .. 
Later ... lhe therapist . .. $tart here: 
When my mother screamed violently 
at my father in the kitchen 
And 1 ran and hid nOI under the bed 
but among closeted pumps 
and curvaceous foot lingerie 
and screamed beautiful poetry 
a slew of profani ties. every one of them J could remember. 
every motherfucking word I had heard my mother use. 
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They searched the house for me. 
30 years later: maternal memories 
arc evoked by fake leather that once perfumed 
a whole master bedroom of my chi ldhood. 
J had been driven to it. Making hate with your lover feels the 
same as making love, in fact it felt more honest. The physical display-
ing the emotions, the rush of human contact. 
Had it been dormant all a long like a Black Widows neSt un-
der my bed, jolted by one one-night stand too many? [n the second 
that followed the punch [ learned how cheap the word "sorry" can be. 
It's repetitive strength dwindling by the minute. Lilly. Lilly wOIi/d 
h(flle lIel"er dOlle 'his. 
But maybe we should back-track a bit to a time before, when J would 
lay awake in bed with someone else. 
O n the i\'l atlcr of S unsets a nd Ghosts 
That night she was so fl. She was a million waves shushing. 
like in my memories o f the si lent beach my fat her would vacation us 
on. Or maybe I was the waves that night. She was the moon. She 
pulled me. But I was a stupid eighteen year o ld wanting one thing: 
pussy. That's the truth. But that ni);\ht [ noticed hcr funny wal k around 
the pool table. My cousin Sam had invitcd me out to the pool hull. 
something [ never did. She was awkwllrd at fi rst. She laughed too 
loud when someone said something serious that sounded more like a 
joke. She strutted like a man. She aimed her cue with the machismo of 
a wrestler. but she eyed me with an unmistakable femininity ofa god-
dess drunk on Dionysius' wine. 
[ met her family the second night we knew each other. Her 
mother and grandmother were playing scrabble in the dining rool11. 
I-I er grandmother chortled like a happy corn-beaked crow. I-I er 
mother. I have nevcr seen her mother upset. though it is rumored that 
it has happencd. I might as well have had been an asshole then. it 
would explain a lot. But I wasn·\. I was eighteen and looking for the 
girl to score with. Yeah and over time we loved one another. I mean 
we really did. But then. well, ii's bad enough to be the only one to 
graduate fTom high school as a virgin ilmong my three best friends . 
She was a senior at a Lou isville Catholic School. So [ had graduated 
virgin. was 18 and she was a seventeen year old senior with two other 
guys before her. School boys who once felt her thighs naked too. al-
ways Ihey were wrapping school girls around their rugged teenager 
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waists, like the shirts they will later peel off, these women accumu-
lated as th ick as the 'lines on the brick exterior bar on Bonnycastlc 
Ave. 
I might as well have had been an asshole Ihen, il would ex-
plain a lot. BUll wasn't. I loved seeing her jump out of her '85 Mer-
cedes Ben? in her School Gi rl unifoml as you could smell di nners 
being cooked all around her urban neighborhood (in the Louisville 
Highlonds). I loved how she used slr:nvberry shampoo in her red hair, 
and when she'd smoke a cigarette her hair smelled like a strawberry 
cigar. I loved dancing with her to the Rolling Stones in my first apart-
ment then making quiet love because my roommates were Christians. 
I wouldn't bc assholc until the very end. 
She was named after her father's mother. It carried a scent 
with it: Lillian. Or Lilly as I grew to aITectionately call her after we 
had a long night of arguing about dinner or after making love, the best 
ever Illode in any cheap hotel, at least any cheap hotel in Louisville or 
evcn in grunge-poster ridden bedrooms, Seattle rock bands looking 
down. on young love, young sex, even the silent sex in her or my bed; 
because soon the folks wil1 be coming home from work. 
Within the first week though, r was in love with her. She had 
left her book bag in my car on a school night. We had partied that 
night with Lilly's sister and her friends. She became sick and I drove 
her to her grandmother 's house. r had discovered her books in my car 
when I got home. I reali zed she not only needed them, but being that 
it was the first time I had been to her gr:tndmother's house [ had no 
clue how to give them hack to her. [ drove around the Louisville 
Highlands for two hours. I finall y found her grandmother's house. 
left her books on the stel)S in front oflhe door and drove away. 
The nights there. in Loui sville, when I went back, are so 
much chill ier than Bowling Green's, so [ lifted my cheek to the 
breeze, smiled, walked into Cumberland Brew, ordered a pale ale. and 
the bartender, I forgel her name, but she recognized me. she compli-
mented my hair. We smiled a lot at each olher. 
Then I left [ len Lilly's ghost there. flirt ing wilh Ihc guy who 
looks like Clive Owcn next to a signlhat says "New smoking ban ... ," 
flirt ing with all the old men, just the way shc used to do. 
One Friday in high-sehool I gol a peck 
up EIllIllY's organic flower skirt. 
[ approached her with vodka and cranberry juice 
but she was in my room jacking ofT my friend BreI. 
This is what I c ite when I am asked why I get so jealous. 
But that may not be the reason. 
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Soon you have to deal with Ted. 
Those who straddle him. 
I left her ghost like that. not even looking back. not thinking 
about her, but instead wondering about my future ... now that I have 
onc less ghost to chase. 
I was drunk when [broke it ofT, after four years of secure 
love. I had made many e .... cuses for doing it. I was dnmk and knew we 
were both looking at other people, wondering what it would be like to 
just put our hands in someone else's shirt. I also had thought that I 
couldn' t relate to her any more. I was interested in books and jazz. 
She talked these days about pop TV shows. I had forgotten she intro-
duced me to jazz. She was the reason I was "intellectual." And later I 
would date Lola who would hate me for this. 
I remember the night before 1 broke it all off she asked, " Is 
this about to end?" 
"No." I croaked. 
I was dnmk when I did it. dnmk in her bed. She asked for 
j ust one thing. that I wouldn't leave that night. That I wouid j usl hold 
her and pretend everything was fine. 
"Maybe it will all be finc when you wake up." She turned 
over. her back 10 me. Ilried to spoon. "No." 
The first time she ever said no. 
I fell into dreams about her. Long dreams about surprisi ng 
her after school, sitting on her Mercedes Benz, with a teddy bear and 
a bouquet, dreams about her lap \\ hen I was sick. how she nurtured 
me through a bad hangover. My dreams ended with her sigh, Ihe one 
she'd let out whcn I had done or was aboullo do something she knew 
I would. and she knew she couldn ' , stOp mc. The last limc I heard that 
sigh I said I was going to buy a Iwelve pack instead of the food I had 
come for. I woke up. I still heard Ihal sigh. I heard il as if it was leav-
ing out the open window. and I heard rain and imagined her sigh out 
in the rain, walking away, drenched, but nOI looking back. 
And so maybe I woke up because oflhe sweat on my fore-
head that smelled like cheap scotch. And there beside me was a 
breathing woman. She was amazingly dead. Humid air all around was 
d ispelling a quiellip-toeing sorrow that swelled from my mind onto 
my tongue and maddens into a yawnful gasp ond 111oan. She wa~ 
stained with years. She was used. She was Slale. Le ft out over I11ght. 
She was cold and remote, isolaled body of lukewarm flesh. The hair. 
the red curly hair looks more like loose strings from cutoff jeans 
Slranded on the island of a pilloW. Her freckles \\ ere dying stars. I alii 
old and gone. Beautiflll Stale. I {IIII stllpid alld \'iet-jll/. I alii illllJIIlsivc 
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alld gOlle. 
I walked inlO her balhroom. I shrugged at myself. As I 
shrugged I pulled back my lips into a hangover snarl. I laughed al how 
slale she is. How goddamllcd slale she is. And I rememberedjusl why 
I Slaned daling her seven years before. 
Thij' life is jlls/ a llloall 0//11'0 biller old 101'ers hllmpillg ro 
amid talkillg. This life is a "wha/ if '. Alld I hal'e destroyed it. 
I could confess Ihal when J was younger I'd hide under the 
bed and spout 01T every profane word I could get my tongue on as my 
parents argued. I could confess that at6 I was homosexual with my 
best friend who lived across the street. I could confess that [ already 
have a new gi rlfriend. Lola. after getting OUI ofa seven year old rela-
tionship with stale beauty. I could confess that ['m really jusl a cow-
ard. [ could confess that in the very beginning [ j usl staned dating said 
ex (Lilly)jusl because I wanted to fuck someone and she seemed like 
the more likely candidate. I could confess that I am really an asshole . 
But I can't even confess Ihal one Ihing. That one goddamn thing I 
won't even tell you, reader, un less you are really listening to my 
story. I'm not really an asshole. I just acl like it. 
I like the image 
The bear ripping 
Aona out of a rabbit. 
I'd like to be an asshole 
BUI there are limes 
When I am drunk 
J look al the blood 
On my hands 
See my half crimson teeth 
In the mirror 
And fear it more 
Than anything else. 
ThaI this morn ing Kafka 
morphed me into, not a bug 
but a bear, a repressed 
Asshole wilh claws and jaws 
ThaI are too big for him . 
Later Ihal nighl 1 was drunk. The beer was soft and the lamp 
pulsed bitter shurp so l lumed it off. I put The Velvet Underground on 
myoid record player. But, you sec, like the halfbitlen fingernail that 
was resting on my couch cushion Ihal she pUllhere before she went to 
bed the other nighl (after ashing on my favorite sh in) previous 10 our 
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fallout, like the coffee slains thaI shadowed my kitchen, like the beer 
Ihat sweated from my clothes and from the trash and Ihe bottles within 
it that clinked as [ walked my crooked little flal , like Ihe drool urine 
stains on the sides of my toilet bowl and bloody tissue p.aper in the 
bathroom waste baskel, like the knat flallened on the last page I read 
of that 0' I-bra book, like the encrusted blood on my fingernail be-
cause, like her, I was nervous, like these things she soon knocked on 
my door. I had a ehancc to set it all right. 
But maybe one day, when I drivc back 10 Bo\\ ling Green. I'll 
be approaching the county after Richerson on 65, thus leaving Louis-
ville. I'm sure in my rearview mirror Ihere Lilly's ghost will be on the 
side oflhe road thumbing fo r a ride. I won', notice. I'll be too busy 
thinking about what jobs I can get with my degree. What cities I will 
htlvc to move to. Wondering when I will ever finish Ihe last 40 pages 
of The Tao a/Pooh. I'll light a eigarelle, look into my rctlrvicw mirror 
and sec an old man dressed like the grim reapcr thumbing fo r tl ride . 
In front I'll see a sunset. I am following it becausc I'm going west (llld 
the sun sets in the west. I am the sunset rider making his way back to 
where he began, but this time taking that e.l(pcricnee wilh him, rcvel-
ing in his new moment. ]'11 follow that sunsct hard, hard aftcr somc-
thing Ihatl call the shots on. Following the dusk's orangurple blush 
because Ihe nights arc what I live for. That onc is just beginning. 
The Wrong End 
I only keep Lilly's ghost in a cardboard box in my closet 
these days. A few pictures of her and some sent imental items I can't 
get rid of arc the only rarely touched items in my apartment. I slill 
loved her when I broke up with her, drunk. I sometimes .... onder if I 
sti ll do. 
Not too long ago my father suggested I get back with her. 
" It 's ncver too Itlle." I-I c was lighting hi!> cigarette. [didn't even 
bolher telling him how much it II'as too laIC, he \\ouldn't know any 
better. It had been a year and tl half tlnd Lilly had moved to Seattle. 
" 1 think she slill has a guy." I stlid. 
My father sat on my couch, one he had let me have. One thaI 
Lilly and [ would make love on when he was out on his dates. He still 
isn't remarried. "So," he said raisi ng hi s eyebrows. 
"Lola came by today." 
"Here?" 
·' Yeah." 
"Dustin, she hit you, I hope you remember that!" I-Ie sat up. 
" You didn'I- " 
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"No. She just had to get some of her stuff. Gross, Dad. Why 
\o,.ould 11 Lately I have had more than cnough:' The truth was I had 
wanted to. Why? And she hadn't come 'a get her stuff. 
As I watched my father smoke I prepared to light one. Then I 
thought of something. Once, about eight years after the divorce, when 
I was si:'tteen, my mother had called my father to discuss when he 
would bring us to her house. it was a Sunday, the last day of the 
..... eekend he \\ould have us. I guess he had a cell phone then, because 
wc \\crc already on the way. At that limc my mother lived thiny min· 
utcs outsidc Louisville in a town called Taylorsville. My father would 
always listcn to the bluegrass program on NPR and I would watch the 
country houses sitting in the dark on the side of the road, as the host 
would welcome thc listeners, "The fastest. the bestest bluegrass you 
ever heard, here on 91.9." Their lights were on and you could see the 
TV blue flicker on most of the front door windows. My fathe r had just 
hung up with my mother. He reached into his pocket and picked out a 
cigarette from his Marlboro menthol lights. He lit the tip. 
"Dad." 
"Yeah." 
"You lit the wrong end." 
He gave his long sigh, the onc I always hear on the phone 
these days when [tell him I'm out of money. The window moaned, 
leaving a crack where he tossed the aboned cigarette. The window 
moaned its way back up. 
"Guess she still docs it to me." 
I chuckled and pretended I didn't like that statement as much 
as I did, 
My fmher was on my couch or his old couch, depending on 
how you looked at it, squ inting his eyes, He was reading my record 
collection, noticing a lot of Neil Young, I waited a second before I 
fli cked my lighter, a Zippo my father gave me, one my mother gavc 
him, It had his initials inscribed on the front of it. [waited, thinking 
how ironic it wou ld be if Lill y ca[led me right now, right before Ilit 
Illy cigarcttc. Then she didn'\. So [ looked at my father, one good 
look, then I lit the cigarette, checked which end and with a satisfied 
smile, despite all the old women he' s dated and al l the older women I 
have dated lately, I chuckled, because if [ was going to tum out like 
my dad, [ was going 10 with the same style and grace, and maybe, if I 
am lucky, because I have studied him, [ will know just a little bit more 
than he docs when I get his age ... 
'· ['m pretty serious about Trish. So you may sec a lot of her 
when you comc horne this Thanksgiving." 
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My god. They are alrcady moving in together, 
... or maybe I won'\. And [ have to admit, there·s something 
comfoning about thinking [ may still be single when [ am fifty. It 
seems to me, being unnoticed is the only way you can really get to 
know yourself, and maybe the only reason my actual best friend is 
sitting on my couch talking about his new girlfriend. 
When my father lea\es this town, driving away from the 
sunset, I think that this is the town that I could blame, as ifit had its 
own set of Grcek gods, a town in w hieh [ gave lip everything for what 
was at firs t a mess of blood and sloppy kissing. But now, every time 
my father waves from behind the steering wheel and lights a cigarette, 
I remember, today. whether or not I was an asshole. [ am not now. 
Whether or not I was stupid, I' m not now. And my father rounds the 
comer. probably putting in the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band or maybe even 
Neil Young, or perhaps Merle Haggard. [ take out my phone and ca[1 
a girl I met at my friend's whiskey social the other day. 
Do you know what she tells me'? She strokes my neck, ··J ust 
enjoy the time you have with me," Then she hides her face in my pil-
low to fall asleep. And I believe her. 
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The Tremors tha I Minor on a Beery Thursday Night 
Dusti n Meyer 
am 
duped 
I am not a 
I have 
a rumed 
junkyard. 
dream man . 
cobwebs. 
I have not fully cleaned 
the dirt out of my suitcase head . 
My lines are blurred like foreign 
evening suns. I am e lbow grease 
that neve r met your wind blistered 
elbow. I' ve been hoodwinked 
by insects on the sidewa lk, 
cheated by particles in the breath 
of a ll my questions. Conned 
by beach side wink ing sunsets, 
swindled by the merchantma ids 
whi spering gospel in Florida 's 
gulf of Mexicana wavewrinkles 
I have liHle straight jackets 
for each sen tence I will not speak 
to you. Forgive my clowny hands 
that do nothing for your 
whi te picket grave fa ntasy. 
J was under the ear so il of earth 
whi le they spoke my portfolio 
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which is filled with the unborn 
bones in your mi nd. The ones 
I wi ll never break. Never question. 
I'm 100 a fraid of your arms. 
Muscles like Ihat only show up 
to tum me red. yellow, orange. 
Then 
Then 
fall. 
winter again 
under the frost of yollr bifocal sigh, 
under the breath of your pass ing, 
running thigh 
I wane in to the first li ght yawned rays agai n. 
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Gc rminiltion 
Kimberly J. Reynolds 
"Your Ihighs are apple trees." --William Carlos Williams 
I've dug holes in fron t of my window 
to planllhem in. I'l l watch you take root 
amongst the scurry of ants, the squinn 
of worms, the pulse of the planet. 
Your arms stretch up in delicate arches, 
in a perpetual pirouette reaching toward 
sky. Your lingers will bud and blossom 
in springtime. the white flowers open 
to catch the sl.:lIlt of sunshine. Birds nest 
in your arms. bui ld their homes with sticks, 
straw, little bri c-a-brac strewn on lawns. 
Your arms will grow bowed under 
the weight of your wares, the fruit round 
and tempting 10 the eyes of the covetou s, 
and I will eat of your seed, waxing the shiny, 
red sk in before I bite into the sticky, sweet pulp. 
In slonns you lap against my window, 
and when the wind blows you beller bend 
or else you'll break and come crashing 
do\\ n on my house, and 1'1\ be fo rced 
to get an axe and chop the rest OfyOll down. 
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cockroach 
Ed Rogers 
this old boot scrapes back and forth 
against the sidewalk. a cigarette but, 
lookin like an unlucky cockroach, 
disintegrates underneath its ashy toe. 
many boots have done this before, 10 
cockroaches and cigarettes the same. 
lillIe death bells chime along in the 
foreground to my faint amllsement. 
i imagine, like cockroaches, 
cigarettes triumph all the cancer 
and nuclear holocausts that may 
occur in the next four hundred years. 
i imagine, by then, the earth will 
go blow lip. kaboom, then nothin 
is left except cockroaches floatin 
around in space, puffin on cigarettes. 
hell! they 're not gettin cancer. 
that's for sure. 
pacin down the street, i got this 
liltlejingle, gain: the end's nOI 
near, it 's here, hallelujah, hallelu. 
wann breath is exhaled into the 
thin cold air. a breath cloud 
distorts my view of a forgotten 
scabby sta ir rail and i pretend 
its covered in blistering buboes 
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the stair rail looks so pathetic. 
i feel like flippin my last dime 
over to it, sayin somethin out 
of my ass, like: it's ok, we've 
got this thing called aids now. 
i'd figure we'd all feel the same 
about aids or the plague or global 
warming or any of that death stufr. 
oh well. whatever. the stair rail 
isn't listening. 
as i ascend the stair case, 
ground water sprinkles out 
of a cobble stone wall and 
flows into a puddle of muck. 
i start thinkin that puddle is 
god's last attempt to flood the 
earth and kill everyone again , 
somelhin you gotta get use to. 
i suppose god has been tryin 
to get rid of us for a long time 
now that i'm thinkin about il. 
dinosaurs weren't so stubborn 
with the 01 survival of the fittest 
thing. they played fair. but, sec 
we've got all our vaccinations, 
multivitamins and baby booms. 
i wonder if god finds LIS al all 
like cockroaches ... 
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1_I>ing Bruce Lee 
An excerpt from 
A Tale of Two Houses 
A Conversation ill Poelry 
Dave Shackelford and Jeremiah Bell 
Home is a chimney instrument. 
Home is a sole garden with mint feet, 
a recilal hall. Fauna set for SOOI socials. 
We travel lightly through dusk doorframes 
blind to the l1asks of the toadling bru tes 
crawling around the curbs of our canler. 
I wanted a rubix-cube point of origin 
a black rectangle from nowhere to challenge 
lice eaters, niched in a dopplegang-monorail mode led on your 
story. 
What are these trails of decor 
on spiced rectangles, bolstering the tents 
of cxci ted minds, farming the constructs 
of an endless and branched worldly vein? 
They could be GofTman's cell houses 
Savannah sunsets cradl ing elephant bones and cast off cos-
tumes. 
Re igns of terror 
fo r financial guillotines, 
vicc riddling baseboards. handling latex leaming. 
The univcrse wou ld call it tcn circles, 
onc inside the other like a pyramid 
of rings, all on the same level. The bull 's eye would wait 
as we began a series of foot stones in the water 
where people were an ts, and th is house was fi re. 
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These mile high squares are malleable Darwinian 
dead trees are Swiss canvases 
trinket warehouses 
a place adorned in people 
an amorphous snow globe 
where even pedestrians are kinet ic. 
They sta nd there for LIS, 
never fa lli ng, never giving in to gravity. 
The stomach can tear itse lf apart. 
I wil lncver forge t the flowers dancing on the front lawn 
wi th us, with tied eyes and twine around our waists, 
or the time bombs hiding in our closets. 
Village Pinocchios 
each one a fingerprint st icker 
unique to each folklore hobbyist 
with temperaments as fi ck le as any child 
difficult to discipline 
and loved more when they are unruly. 
These places are bear cocoons 
for the seasoning librarians 
on the road for condensed immortal ity, 
a waterw heel of words from our soul s. 
We weren' t just grinding meal , the mill stones were aroll nd 
our wastes. 
Our skin was the paint 
our Mandela point of origin . 
Soot smears on cave walls, ashes from what 
fed us, clothed us, freed us. 
We were Skinner 
and hi s pigeons. 
There was once an anny, 
a network of stea med gra in s, backs 
to one another, each a fortress for brotherhood. 
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We were telescope owls in a field of bats. 
Every hanging piece of skin 
peeling its way from dry, red hands 
has a story to tell 
like a pai r of conquerors constnlcting 
the first cities of a newly found land. 
II. Avidity 
The " rea l world" is yourse lf. 
Most of us figure that out in college 
with the introduction of an unguided adventure 
into a world of battled ignorance 
stored on the shelves of fermen ting lore. 
We shake our bodies away from our mothers and fathers 
and find new ones, while crowned nuns 
walk the craters of a mirrored moon . 
The dorms were littl e holes for homes, 
the construction si te for my future home, 
a recruiting station for versatile soc ial so ldiers 
with machincgun words to hold us together. 
I was a stock-bOY in a store of people, 
filling the gaps wit hin unchanging labels 
from state to state. 
I was like an anny-brat in fast forward. 
Ali i ever wanted was a constant forest. 
Seasons spent silent, 
music made under glass-
now a megaphone strapped lO a cannonball. 
This is James Dean 's face. 
A Hittite aner high heels. 
I was Peter and hi s hunt. 
My hand stretched for a coonskin cap. 
A prodigal son dressed in baby fat nnd blue jeans 
whi te dollops of hubri s and hi s summer picnic hair. 
Crash technicians do thi s for a li ving. 
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[II. From DaO Doorways 
The Zeppelin I louse, Cabe ll. 
A home kni ts itself together 
like moss molding its way 
over hi ll s and bio-domes of minerals. 
We were threads inside a knitted factory 
of tapestries. Stories tapped on the wood 
beneath the noorboard pages oflhat house. 
[t was where pipes were forks 
and landlords hunted Presidents at the front door. 
[ heard the ghosts of the th ree women 
who slept at that house before [ did , 
with th eir curtain dresses and nature 's leg-warmers, 
in the wn ll s ofn eonversnti on. 
I imagined n Zeppelin poster there 
on the sn me wall hold in g their hearts 
in thei r charcon l-wnrmed hands. 
Cloud sai ls of nomadic fire 
soaked into tongues of Titanic youth. 
I imagined the house 
as the Zeppel in"s older sister it never knew 
as if they were separated at birth, 
whose company ran from ri vers 
of wine and sil ent agents, spill ing 
in n town within towns of an Empire of androids. 
The Zeppel in was bui lt as a temple, 
a quarry to protect top hats 
readi ng books 
to fathom more wrinkles and gray hair 
crawling on to my face. 
I was a microscope in the middle 
of the vast network of a human (ree tnmk. 
Green apples sit in whicker 
with a shadow cast from the window 
above the tearin g sink 
below silel1 t, glowing domes. 
[t was a nebula of words 
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that ripen only in my hands 
dripping water thaI smells so sweel 
Ihat you can taste it with your tongue 
between lips as spi t glosses them. 
Pepper plays in ashtrays 
as the stained oak moans in the early morning 
before the roses have lime to stick 
the giants in the sky. 
The Earth is a rock near a bus stop 
shaped like a stone age park beneh 
sleeping in soO dirt of a quiet corner la wn 
dropped toward pages of asphalt 
like Gem ini sees fog unfold from his pin-point prison. 
Many merchants noundered thei r goods 
like Maestros in city gardens 
under street lamps of a bri cked collegiate 
eo mrnunity of brick sc holars 
while suit-tie min istries arm their agents 
and stamp them li ke tattoos 
and soup can body annor. 
It was an embryo, a mother, too 
standing wi thin a city of propped megaphone jackets 
ready to collapse like generations 
stored in wine barrels and histol)' books. 
A fortress fo r grain and joumal-tast ing fe rmentation. 
It was a forest floor hidden in a stream. 
Pin! As you were 
an aged handbag held by a gnarled cane in an afghan 
a lovely twigged stitllife in a ghetto 
a last bastion Notre Dame of graceful aging 
simple and sweet 
as your footprints, in arthritis 
transparent mountains. 
You wake with infant skin , sigh t from eyes in pitch. 
A does-bedding patch was here 
a sugarless kitchen 
painted bright green, cleaned to candy di sh shine , 
where summers ago you and a boy in toddler handmedowns 
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scrambled eggs 
midday operas 
soap popcorn 
his smi le said grandma. 
Breakfast smells in his green room echo shuming slippers 
lying on linen lumpy as spring nower beds 
exhali ng once quietly no Argos feathers on you. 
Dignity was falling in terror of the moss that loved you 
parasites corning naturally. 
The Marquee Lord of Slum 
to make a tax shelter of your woodring memories. 
You gave way to generati onal sense of imminent domain 
thi s rollen stump on tub ring avenue was perfect posture 
for a patch of ragweed wastrel 
ants under a park trashcan 
a dam to coll ect grime and used condoms 
great lake of refuse 
south of Ontario there is Pill 
place for polar suburban alchemy 
our Manda la. 
My first insight at our dogwood 
greallrec in the fro nt yard, 
useless shelter sleeve and leave less. 
Elephant dreamer goi ng to ground 
a spi nstcrs first love was foliage laden 
where my story rang passionately imoning !charus! 
where bowling gnomes turned you gray 
the very day we took root our growth stuntcd 
a proposed limb turned callous. 
Cheshire cat yow ling in heat 
pixie empress in a doorframe 
foreign debtor clai ming "Ri ght of ~iscovery.'' 
This native took no trinkets 
she left tail bristling swishing with life and dairy production 
tabby paid half the rent. 
Living in lab coats, tongues drenched in honeyed suggestion 
our ski nner box was baited 
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instrumems sterilized in tryptamincs 
acquai ntances now infected with guinea pig lycanthropy 
experimenting by night tirelessly 
to howl daftly punk 
waking to find transubstantiation yielded dirty sinks 
and kitchens in detriment decor 
utilitarians leading us to make furniture of pizza boxes. 
This masonry suffused with tick roots 
promised a season for strong leech life. 
This Venue, a labor oratory in a mire 
of low place 
is a manufacturer of collegiate cadavers 
where we began, end. 
Beg an end. 
Mere sleep. 
I V The Long Road 
A cherub haired boy sipping at mason glasses 
bare hairy chest under blue nannel 
fetter less feet 
listless and ignoble wastre l 
prodigal prodigy 
using a bouquet of thought for callow actions. 
His grin named lago, high on unintended amnesty 
smoke rings nee a mouth for fear of touching a li e 
patient razors which forked his taste 
had sk inned a life 
grafti ng nesh to plywood, face lifted to a hollow clown 
tom jeans on a stoop make an excellent mask of a country boy 
vagabond. 
The road doesn't notice him 
this camera faced hayseed hides a mind drenched in trivium 
suffering the endless task of being a breathing being 
ex haling carbon 
delay ing 
denying tasks of import to see firenies wink al a sun set 
and disappear torpidl y 
only to nare as a symphony 
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(Dashing communication from a lamp post ass) 
this boy is the space between YOll and the sky 
clea r in color residing only in welcome mats printed with Nihil-
Ism, 
mouth full of prehensile smi les 
a journey to conversat ion begins, ciga rettes and sighs are light 
luggagc. 
Fingertips tease the oak guardian 
tracing its screwdriver wounds, 
he approaches the ca rbon fiber pedestrian predator 
momlled on artificial equine highway is niche 
eves fin gernail s the only mar on a cloak of drapes 
a blanket to hide the red window of hi s back. 
I'll be more alive after an argument over cofTee. 
Maybe some tomatoes on wheat. 
This is the place 
hun ger panacea, for wicka hospi ta l sty le til es 
a dirty bathroom you don't despi se 
greasy aprons clean as honest labor 
wisdom crink les Faces pe rched above Carhartt homes, 
menus comprised of comfort foods 
where the waterfall ofa 4-way stop clamors silence 
round about corner conversations. 
Ashtrays are still a necessi ty here. 
My jacket tinds the chair to my right 
I find a makeshil1 rocking chair against a sun warmed window 
ou r hallowed embassy on neutral ground, 
national relations over breakfast. 
My wastrel flag is a pla id face under blue flannel 
sans a calculated farce 
I wail for the other tribes' elder. 
Friends are seeds in the wind, 
like me. They are geese and wi ldfires 
a poli ce force for our own pleasure. 
It was a summ er of guitars and sod blankets 
slowly becoming a desert, a bed of sand 
with concrete shoreli nes . 
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Winters and sum mers had stroll ed on 
and I found myself on a peak 
above green fie lds and capped airplanes. 
Jimi ! he would sign the wall s 
and our hearts with his singeing revolution, 
his strings were flags in the wind 
within the tunnels of limbs 
budd ing ears and warm journal caskets 
for a ll of us to remember. 
A woman wou ld sit on the rock in the evening. 
She was the smell of rain 
just before the pounce. 
She wrinkled my brain with so ft fingers 
for yea rs. 
She was all the Zeppe lin ever lacked. 
I met a man on the square one evening. 
Hi s hands were a metal-gray 
and hi s hair was matted like husks 
and hi s skin was like the finish on an old violin . 
Seeds were under hi s feet, 
and his skin, rough 
like grain hiding in their co ffins. 
Seeds are planted and rep lanted 
in a wealth of wild growth, 
the mothers and fathers of advancing intellect 
in the midst of petty pushers. 
There is a forest of tables 
and wall s of grass, where aprons 
swing from side to side in our smoke 
pouring from our lungs like clouds of our souls. 
H is a meadow hidden in a cupboard 
of grease and locust. 
A lover stood me up here once. 
I never sat in the nonsmokin g again. 
The old rust-stained sign. brave ly smil ed 
maroon for us on cold afternoons, 
a symbol for this town 
of coll egiate tree bark. 
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I molded into these walls and windows, 
an everyday cup for co ffee. 
A good place to crawl along the spine 
of these worlds of ours. 
Preliminary niceties are unnecessary here 
no mechanical gestures from nai ling rod iron manneq uins 
the retailers passion is our sk in color 
yet here we sell nOlhing. 
How good it is to see another warm canine face 
wigless heads shaved faces without war paim 
as modem primitives 
leI us count cu on our great enemy, 
rea lity. 
I feel like my father when I come here 
in the morning. 
]'Ie 's done this for sixty years. 
This fort hides us from the forked tongues 
of our lovers, and the singeing Sling 
of the ashes hiding in the wind. 
This town is a cancer patien t on sick leave. 
Fami ly causes post mortem knee jerks 
a communal effort erecting barriers at birth 
our fami ly of twins wit h opposi te postures 
were with me in wan Ion ritual be early lamp li t dusk 
at eaeh gathering mutual unmentionable acquain tances 
fro lic. 
Sydney, Mother Superior green bearer of gods son 
trip di ethyl. and all our Sla r faring prophets. 
These minds are cattle print 
and toni ght my mind will be a grill. 
Co me feast. 
The hydrant lost its luster 
for the dogs, long ago. 
As these stations of crickets evolve 
they breed new faces, marked and teased, 
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the wind hammering our backs. 
This is the last lagoon 
to wash your feet in 
as stories play in the fireplace. 
a fami ly tree mountain range. 
Speak of ta il s as if we weren' t wearing 
these 
ponds we cultivated for croaking 
my lilies? quite quiet 
padded and gagged to rest their eight track voices 
or my drooping carti lage cracks 
your fa ir fairing fai rly, 
I watch infatuated with our angled mirror-backed terrariums. 
How is your no blood famil y? 
Face paint is sti llthi ek 
on the surface of many, 
but inkwell s still pool just the same. 
J tend a wood grain garden 
of church-hand handshakes and prismatic embrace, 
a harbor of nestling walls. 
Streetl amps fond le Ihe fastening shoreline. 
Our thespians 
yowl ing Chesh ire seamstress 
gone leaving bills and omens 
a boy stutTed with straw 
my spring wind conlractor 
Sanguine daughters of Elizabeth 
You brought your town to my kitchen 
Folgers cans with liberty spikes 
Gemini roommates, tusk less walrus and carrion boy. 
Marcum never did clea n up that dog shit 
with fl oors upholstered in learned vomit 
a room where only sty cou ld rest 
green flies thought our porcelain god was vile 
as overconfident conductor of affai rs. 
My conflict dressed as a Buddhist 
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led me to self ire nightly 
regenerating each noon 
from a dark yesterday now an antiq ue. 
These monuments are paper 
and card-solved riddl es in a shade of beige. 
I am a spider web in your hallway, friend. 
But my KGB notebooks brook 
these streets with sol uble blood letter mandates 
that wrap over wrists like glass reflections 
of a lingemail's chromatography-
slow, and detailed like mounds of ash 
hidden in a deep Pelri di sh. 
A grocery of snarling beards 
and Scotti sh red-hand autonomy, 
scars and epitaphs of you r young hometown photography, 
share and dwell these levels of an inland symphony. 
End less stonework 
the labyrint h soc ial vines inching from hole green hands 
in lieu of memory. Hindsight granted from albums of instances 
places festivals of six senses 
people women men lovers fr iends full express ion. antonym 
synonyms 
movement told of our demeanor 
so we chose to dance 
no rain came 
sporting feathers around a pit in flames. 
Teleponed, transubstantiated 
two boys now wanderlust gods 
remnants of cocoon clinging for our dear life. 
To Ashevi lle we post marked our fee t 
heads in envelopes 
from the static 
only a sense of lingering fear from seas of semis 
Red roofed sanct uary 
doing that first moronic net ion with a lirecracker 
bent kneed grasseater using his legs as a violi n. 
Jimmy echoes in my head 
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that was barbaricn ll y point less 
but you and I smiling in a parking lot 
giggling at under sighted admonishments 
from friends with padre stances 
arms crossed eyes stern 
vagabond in green snenkers 
railroad tramp and hoary gray beard 
mountai ns in our eyes 
Eve and Alice in ou r heans 
ashes are snow on a porce lain plateau. 
Murray's is our embassy. 
But do you remember our country of origin? 
We walked these cobble streetstones 
in sonened moss evening, tnitoring 
to our lungs 
speech handshaking our roads and cotton-clad gnrdens 
like where weatherfront mountainsides are till ed into the Eanh. 
We were royal condensation among collegiate foliage 
and other brotherly keys spaced out evenly in our wa lls. 
We led a wagon train 
wist fully th rough countryside spacepons, 
trave lers wi th light nipping their hee ls-
in an instant, marked on the glass in our words. 
We traveled li ke tunles in the wind, 
haste brown and light 
deep in cups and their stomachs. 
They left their shell s 
at Imperial doorstep glaciers 
where seeds seep their sti nging muscles through the stone 
like teepees of kindling in budding Kudzu. 
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8esondere TrliulIle 
[Spec ial dreams] 
Brooke Sharar 
Sometimes I dream in 
German subtitles, my mind 's 
end-or-day cognitive breakdown, 
a mishmash or places, people, and moments 
shumed, 
manirest as a domestic roreign film, 
composed in an English-speaking bra in 
impeccably fluent in German 
as long as it ' s 2 AM and I 
lie unconscious , 
unwitting writer and director in a 
language whose surrace I have 
barely breached. 
Characters rrom the dayt ime-proressors, 
parents, rriends-
regulars in the ongoing serial 
are edi ted into Einstein's 
thesis, antithesis make synthesis 
with the Expressionistic black and white 
lighting 
and backdrops of Wi ene's Cal igari , 
juxtaposed to snippets of Fassbinder's 
theatrically- inspired staging of his stars 
in saturated seventies technicolor. 
Kracauer"s stationary camera takes hold 
to present realism 
in the reality of characters speaking 
a language they don' t know in waking life. 
Bazin"s lens sets the image in deep focus, 
acute visual clarity counterbalancing 
garbl ed verba l exchanges enhanced with 
projected words that maybe, maybe not 
confer the meaning of speech. 
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My di ssonant English-German 
conglomeration 
flickers in the deep movie house recesses 
situated somewhere in the vacant spaces of 
my cerebrum. 
[' m sitting under the back row under the 
projection light, 
Cesare the somnambulist awakening 
with deep-set blackened eyes 
as people on screen morph into elongated 
Nosferatus 
and Fritz Lang 's human-like machines j ust 
as the 
Fro/lenfilme heroine of von Trotta fame 
is dissected in extreme close-up. 
I' m left with the ambiguous 
Tom Tykwer ending, a silent 
exchange ofmyselr leav ing myself behind 
on the side of an interstate highway while 
red-ha ired Lola (who's now blonde) takes 
olT 
in the car with my other half in stead of 
runnlllg, 
and the movie screen cuts to black. 
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Jessi ca Mattingl y #1 
Anne Crace Murphy, 2007 
Mary Sparr 
for some 
time now 
she hasn ' t remembered 
time now 
she hasn' t remembered 
my name 
she hasn ' t remembered 
my name 
Cara? bewilderment. Rose? 
my name 
Cara? bewilderment. 
Ch ri stine? 
Cara? bewilderment. 
Christine? 
Rose? 
Mary? 
Rose? 
Mary? 
she thinks that 
Christine? Mary? 
she thinks that 
sterile 
she thinks that 
ste ri le 
(godforsaken)room 
steri le 
(godforsaken)room 
is the one room school house 
(godforsaken)room 
is the one room school house 
the nurses print well 
is the one room school house 
the nurses print well at 
their age. 
the nurses print at 
their age 
In a way 
their age 
111 a way 
int roductions do sound like roll call 
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in a way 
introductions do sou nd like roll ca ll 
with the name guess games 
introductions do sound like roll ca ll 
with the name 
every visit 
with the name 
every visit 
guess games 
guess games 
her confusion 
every visit 
her confusion 
her con fusion 
her personali ty ! 
lost 
her personal ity! 
somewhere under the thinning grays 
her personality! 
somewhere under the thinning grays 
it was morc AND more 
somewhere under the thinning grays 
it was more AND ma rc 
lost 
Quiet there , 
it was marc A D more 
Quiet there 
paralleling a no-noise 
paralleling a no-noi sc 
but-shoes-to-Ooor-noise 
Quiet there, 
paralleling a no-noise 
but-shoes-to-Ooor-no ise 
milling-around-shoes of a funeral visitation 
but shoes-to-Ooor-noise 
milling-around-shoes of a fune ral visitation 
for a real dead person 
milling-around-shoes of a funeral visitation 
for a real dead person 
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its sick 
for a real dead person 
its sick 
I mourned early 
its sick 
[ mourned early 
then the spill 
I mourned early 
then the spill 
of mashy peas on her gown 
ofmashy peas on her gown 
eye contact, not qui et. . .. gu/p ... reaction: 
of mashy peas on her gown 
eye contact not quiet ... gulp .. ,reaclioll : 
" Don ' llook at me." 
eye contact not quiet .glllp . ..reaclioll: 
""DonI look at me." 
Iler shame meant clarity. (Embarrassment) 
"Don' t look at me," 
IIer shame meant clarity. (Embarrassment) 
Shame on me. 
Her sha me meant clarity, (Embarrassment.) 
Shame on me. 
Shame on me. 
Shame on me , 
Shame on me. 
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Meredith Dahlstrom Dancing Shoe 
When You Drink Wilh the De, ii, You Dr ink Alone 
Blanca Spriggs 
The PillOI ville is described as "gelleli(:all)' lIIu,tahll', " meallillg Ihal il 
mlllaies \'ery' easily, which makes cOllsi~'lellc)'/r()m Illis I'ille eXlremely 
difficull. 
I'm beginning to belie\c it's nigh impossible to find Pinot 
Devil twice. I' ve only seen it an actual bottle once, and I'm pretty cer-
tain this second lime. when I order it from a menu, the sener, a non-
committal blonde with water stains on her glasses, has been told to di-
lute it or give us a substitute. There is no cling to the glass. No buxom 
aroma. It is as transparent as red mouthwash and taSles about as good. 
The friend I am with eyes me dubiously over her own glass. She does-
n't believe my hype and thinks this so-called Devil isjust a myth. 
The jlm'or 0/ Pinol Noir is chameleoll-like. As Ihe~'e willes II/a[/Ire, liIey 
display a voriety 0/ complex clwl"lIclerislics iI/elI/ding chocolate. game, 
figs. smokilless. tr/lffles. alld I"io/els. 
Flash of dark hair, high cheekbones, pore less sk in a flurry be-
hind the bar. A European accent. Sheer black blouse. A di rectness, An 
offer. Tilted black eyes. Too-red lips. One glass. And only another if 
she promiscs to stick her pinky III it, I tell her. Both of us laugh, with 
she laughing the longer. The heady him ofherries, clo\oc, and smoke 
mingle wi th the glimmering liqu id and her promise that I'll gel home 
c\emually. Home isn't the hour plus drive ahcad ofmc.1 tell her, I am 
beginning to suspect home is really on some island in a bungalo" with 
blue walls and mango ju ice nmning do"n my aml. Ilome is being 
nearly addled with sun and sccnt and salt. !lome is next to someone 
who lives in my periphery. She says she can get me there, too. 
Pinol Noir is described as "'he mas' romalllic a/wines. lI'ilh so m/l/pllI-
OilS 1I perfilllle, so sweelon edge. ollli ~'O power/III a pllllch Ihat. like fill-
lillg ill 100'e, they make the blood I'IIn hal and the sOli/wax embarrass-
ingly poetic . .. 
"You will come for drinks when I close, yesT 
" It ' s late. I have to work tomorrow all the way in Bowli ng 
Grecn." 
" It's okay, it's okay. I "ill make sure you get there in the 
mornmg 
" I shouldn·t. I'm sorry:' 
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"What's your name? Will you come to my other bar this 
weekend'!" 
The tremendously broad rallge of bollqllets. jl(l\"Ors. textl/res alld im-
pressioru tlwt Pinot Noir CllII produce sometimes cOllfllses lasters. 
Something is bothering me. Despite the dim ofthc v. ine bar, 
light surfaces e\'ery\\hcrc. Light gleams from thc orifices of mirrors 
behind the bar rcflccting lamps. Lighl slutters over the gems on my 
left ring finger. Pudd les of light OOLe over each round, black table. 
E\cn though I am sure it is therc because it would have to be, would-
n"1 il? I ean"t sec any light reflected in her eyes. Her eyes are swal-
lowing it all. 
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